
Operation

OPERATOR’S MANUAL

POWER Two CR123A batteries
(up to 4.2 volts each)

OUTPUT Maximum: 900 lumens
Moonlight: 0.5 lumen

Maximum: 1.5 hours
Moonlight: 25 daysRUNTIME

Strobe, S.O.S and Beacon
flash modesSTROBESOS

Model

WarrantySpecifications

Dimensions Power Source

Weight: 5.1 oz

Two CR123A or Two RCR123A Batteries

Operating Range: 3.0~8.4 V

Typical Output and Runtimes
Mode Output (out the front) Runtime

Strobe 1 hours

Diameter:     1.5 in

Length:      6.0 in

Medium

32 lumens 21 hours

4 hoursS.O.S.

** Beacon mode first flashes 5 times, then once every 10 seconds.
* BURST mode: First 1 minute output at max,then rampdown  to 
                           50% within next 30 seconds.

Low

0.5 lumenMoonlight 25 days

High

3.7 hours250 lumens

12 hoursBeacon

 FOURSEVENS .

1.5 hours900 lumens *

**

FOURSEVENS warrants its products to be free from defects in 

materials and workmanship.  We will repair or replace, at our 

option, without charge any product or part which is found to be 

defective under normal use and service within 120 months from 

the date of purchase with proof of purchase.  Such repair or 

replacement shall be the purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy 

under this warranty.  This warranty does not cover normal 

maintenance and service and does not apply to any products or 

parts which have been subject to modification, misuse, abuse, 

negligence, accident, or improper maintenance or repair by 

anyone other than 

The MM-X features a unique 4-point switch engagement in 
the head of the flashlight that lets you select the different 
outputs smoothly and silently by simply loosening or 
tightening the head.  Every quarter-turn (approximately 90 
degrees) of the head selects a different output.  As you 
loosen or tighten the head, you change modes as follows:

   

The MM-X’s 7 total modes of output are split into 2 sets, 
Regular and Special.  The following are the modes in order 
from Auxiliary 2 to Primary (Loose     Tight):

Regular: Moonlight, Low, Medium, High 

Special: Beacon, S.O.S., Strobe, High 

As you can see, switching between the modes in a set is very 
simple – you just tighten or loosen the head to get to your 
desired mode.
Switching between sets is also simple.  Fully tighten the head 
of the flashlight so that you are in the Primary mode.  Then, 
quickly loosen and tighten the head (switching between 
Secondary and Primary) 4 times to change to the alternative 
set of modes.

Notice: Custom molded holster shaped for the MM-X is 
             included. This holster is designed as bezel down
             carry only  to help retain the light even when flap 
             is open.

    Loose                                                                  Tight

  OFF  |  Auxiliary 2  |  Auxiliary 1  |  Secondary  |  Primary  | 
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